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BIOGRAPHICAL NOTE ON JOHN NEWCOMBE 

 

John Newcombe was born in Sydney in 1944 and grew up there. He is a 

former world number one tennis player and seven time Grand Slam 

winner. A businessman, former Davis Cup captain, coach, 

commentator, charity spokesman, raconteur and father of three 

children, he was chosen as a National Living Treasure in 1997. When 

not travelling the world, he resides in Sydney with his wife of forty-

seven years, Angie.  

 

 
 

CHARACTERS 

 

 

JOHN NEWCOMBE 

 

ANGELIKA PFANNENBURG/ANGIE NEWCOMBE/ 

NEWK’S MOTHER/LIFE BE IN IT JOGGER 

 

 

MALE ACTOR (1) 

 

ACT 1 

 

HARRY HOPMAN, 60s Davis Cup Captain 

FRED STOLLE, fellow Australian player 

DAVE DIXON, American businessman 

AUSTRALIAN NEWSPAPER REPORTER 

K-TEL CONCEPT MAN 

AMERICAN TELEVISION TALK SHOW HOST 

ROLLIN’, fellow Australian player 

US OPEN REPORTER (2) 

TV COMMENTATOR ’73 US OPEN 

JEAN COUVERCELLE, American sports writer 

LIFE BE IN IT JOGGER (1) 
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ACT 2 

 

FAITH HEALER 

STAN, trainer 

PERFORMANCE POET/CHAIR UMPIRE 

JIM O’RIORDAN, manager of Jimmy Connors 

DRINKING MATE, Caesars Palace 

AMERICAN TV COMMENTATOR ‘81 

TENNIS AUSTRALIA JOURNALIST 

WOODIE, Davis Cup Player 

NEWK’S DOCTOR 

 

MALE ACTOR  (2) 

 

ACT 1 

 

TONY CHARLTON, RADIO COMMENTATOR – Adelaide ‘63 

ROCHEY,  Newk’s friend and doubles partner 

WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHER 

JAKE LA PLOMB, movie producer 

RUFF, fellow Australian player 

JACK KRAMER, ATP PRESIDENT 

US OPEN REPORTER (1) 

TV COMMENTATOR ’73 US OPEN 

LIFE BE IN IT JOGGER (2) 

SPORTS ILLUSTRATED JOURNALIST 

 

ACT 2 

 

WORLD TEAM TENNIS UMPIRE 

COLIN LONG, Channel 7 commentator 

DAN, CBS network executive 

JOHN McENROE 

TENNIS AUSTRALIA OFFICIAL 

PAT RAFTER, Davis Cup player 

STOLTS, Davis Cup player 

TV AD MAN 

COMMENTATOR, 1999 Davis Cup final 

BUSINESSMAN, 2003 real estate function 
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NOTE ON CAST 

 

The play is designed for a cast of four although it could extend to five.  

Three males instead of two could further split the array of minor roles. 

 

 

NOTE ON VIDEO PROJECTIONS 

  

The footage suggested throughout the play should cover a large section 

of the back wall of the stage. The audience should feel at times as if they 

are in a cinema as well as a theatre. The actors will often play in front of 

the material once established.  

 

For theatre in-the-round, the video footage could be shown on two 

opposite walls at the same time. 

 

 

TIME 

 

ACT 1 

 

1963 – 1973 

 

ACT 2 

 

1974 - 2013 

 

 

NOTE ON ‘HOME’ 

 

The use of ‘home’ in relation to scenes with Angie and Newk often 

alternates between their Texas ranch and a north shore suburb of 

Sydney. 
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ACT 1                                           

 

SCENE 1   

 

Mid 70s. NEWK speaks directly to audience. 

 

NEWK:  At the end of a long summer campaign, I love to get together with 

friends by the pool and enjoy the refreshing taste of Cinzano. It’s a grand 

slam idea. And now, there’s a special Cinzano brew named by me. It’s 

called ‘The Newk’. Come over to the bar and I’ll teach you how to make it.  

 

Put plenty of ice into a long glass. 

 

Pour in one part of Cinzano Rosso. 

 

Add one part of Cinzano Bianco. 

 

Add two parts of Cinzano Extra Dry. 

 

Top with dry ginger ale. 

 

Stir gently. Add a wedge of lemon. Cheers! 

 

Cinzano – it must be the drink for today. 

 

Now settle back, relax, enjoy the show and have a Cinzano at interval and 

why not have another after the show. Chin-Chin! 

 

NEWK has a big laugh. As he exits, he remembers something else. 

 

‘And don’t forget the Aeroguard Australia. And Avagoodweekend.’  

 

A Rudyard Kipling quote is projected.  

 

‘If you can meet with triumph and disaster  

and treat those two imposters just the same.’  
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SCENE 2  

 

Like the start of a round at a boxing match, a placard is held up which reads 

HAMBURG 1963. This technique is used throughout the play. A 

thunderstorm begins. A girl of eighteen wearing tennis gear sits down. 

NEWK, also in tennis gear, enters. He notices her and nervously sits down 

beside her. 

 

NEWK:  Hello. (Pause) Do you speak English? 

 

ANGELIKA:  Yes, I speak English. 

 

NEWK:  Oh, you do speak English. (Pause) I watched some of your match 

and a friend of mine told me your name, that you were German and I - 

 

ANGELIKA:  And you are the Australian junior champion…is this correct? 

 

NEWK:  I’m nineteen now so I’ll be playing seniors from now on. I’m John, 

John Newcombe. 

 

ANGELIKA:  My name is Angelika. Angelika Pfannenburg. 

 

NEWK:  Hello. 

 

ANGELIKA:  Hello. 

 

Long Pause  

 

NEWK:  Too bad about the weather. 

 

ANGELIKA:  It is always raining in Hamburg. Always. Even in summer. 

 

Long Pause 

 

NEWK:  Say there’s a boat party on tonight. Would you like to go along  

with me? 

 

ANGELIKA:  I have to play early tomorrow.  

 

NEWK:  Okay. 
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ANGELIKA: But – 

 

NEWK:  I understand. 

 

ANGELIKA:  But yes, I would like to go…with you. 

 

NEWK:  You beauty! 

 

ANGELIKA:  I am sorry. I do not understand. 

 

NEWK:  Doesn’t matter. Just a sayin’. See you tonight at 7.30, Angelika. 

 

NEWK picks up a racquet. A postcard of Adelaide in the 1960s appears.  

 

NEWK is about to play his first Davis Cup final against America. He looks 

very nervous. HARRY HOPMAN enters. 

 

HOPMAN:  Remember what Emo told ya, John. When ya playin’ for 

Australia you leave blood on the court. It’s alright to lose but give body and 

soul. 

 

NEWK:  I’ve never played a match as important as this, Mr Hopman. What 

have you got for me? 

 

HOPMAN:  Give blood. 

 

HOPMAN moves across stage. TONY CHARLTON, AN ABC RADIO 

COMMENTATOR enters and begins setting up for his broadcast. NEWK 

addresses the audience. 

 

NEWK:  Hop got ya bloody fit but he wasn’t big on tactics or strategies. 

Wouldn’t let me have a beer either. Soup or milk only.  

 

Footage of the 1963 Davis Cup final begins. NEWK stretches and lunges as 

HOPMAN gets a towel and watches on from the sidelines. 

 

TONY CHARLTON:  And Newcombe wins the first set 12-10 against a 

slightly sluggish McKinley. And doesn’t the Adelaide crowd appreciate 

Newcombe’s fighting qualities! 
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NEWK begins looking dejected and tired. HOPMAN quietly urges him on. 

  

TONY CHARLTON:  After Newcombe won the first set, Australia’s hopes 

were high but McKinley has been too experienced. The American triumphs 

6-2 in the fourth set. The Davis Cup is America’s. This is Tony Charlton 

saying a very good evening to you all from Memorial Drive, Adelaide. 

 

Footage ends. 

 

TONY CHARLTON exits. HOPMAN moves very close to NEWK. 

 

HOPMAN:  Ya lost son but ya gave body and soul. Now get in the  

shower and after dinner you can come down with me to the ice-cream  

parlour. Get a move on then. 

 

HOPMAN exits 

 

NEWK (Addressing Audience):  See what I mean! The ice-cream parlour! I 

feel like throwing some Robinson’s Lemon Barley on Hop’s head! 

 

NEWK drinks a beer. ANGIE enters. A placard reads SWEDEN 1964. 

NEWK quietly tries to open a door. HOPMAN meets them, irritated, looking 

at his watch. 

 

HOPMAN:  Look at the time, Newcombe! You’ll wake Emo. Tomorrow’s 

the start of an important Davis Cup tie whether you’re playing or not. I let 

Angie make the trip from Deutschland and you break the rules on the first 

night. 

 

NEWK:  Mr Hopman, what time do you make it? 

 

HOPMAN:  Two minutes past ten.  

 

NEWK:  So I’ve broken curfew by two minutes. 

 

HOPMAN:  Ya got no discipline, Newcombe. And if ya got no discipline, 

you’ll never be a champion. Now, get to sleep. 
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HOPMAN exits. A placard reads LONDON 1965. Cliff Richard and The 

Shadows can be heard. Fellow Australian players, TONY ROCHE and 

FRED STOLLE enter, beers in hand. It’s NEWK and ANGIE’S engagement 

party. While ANGIE, ROCHEY and STOLLE chat and drink on stage, 

NEWK enters the audience. He dances a little as he says g’day to people. 

NEWK calls down to the stage. 

 

NEWK:  Hey Angie, Rochey, Fred…bit of shush, hey. Bit of shush. Fellas. 

Ladies. Thanks all for giving us such a terrific engagement party. Angie and 

I have known each other just over two years now. Hey Rochey, how the hell 

are we gonna play in Amsterdam tomorrah mornin’?  

 

ROCHEY:  I’ll be carryin’ ya as usual, mate. 

 

NEWK:  That’ll be the day. So cheers everyone and if you wanna get on the 

plane with me and Rochey, be at Heathrow at six or we can just get cabs 

from here! 

 

Laughter all round. Music volume rises. NEWK indulges himself with beer 

as he rejoins the party. Music softens. There is a loud voiceover from 

HARRY HOPMAN as the party continues. 

 

Harry Hopman here again. Now can you see why I’d only let him go as far 

as the ice-cream parlour? Young lout. 

 

ROCHEY and STOLLE exit. A placard reads SYDNEY 1966. 

 

Projected images of Sydney appear. 

 

NEWK and ANGIE speak intimately. 

 

ANGIE:  I’ve loved being in Australia with you. 

 

NEWK:   Me too. (Pause) Angie, I’ve got a four month tour coming up 

starting in the Carribean. We won’t see each other again until June.  

 

ANGIE:  I don’t think I can be away from you for that long. 

 

NEWK:    Me neither. 
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Pause 

 

ANGIE:  Why don’t we marry now, here, in Sydney, then we can travel 

together? 

 

NEWK:  What about your parents in Hamburg? 

 

ANGIE:  I would have to telephone for permission. I will try to call them. 

 

ANGIE exits. NEWK looks concerned. 

 

NEWK (Addressing Audience): I was worried for Angie but her phone call 

turned out pretty well. But it wasn’t all smooth sailing on my side. I had to 

convince -  

 

Enter NEWK’S MOTHER 

 

MOTHER:  Listen to your mother. You’re marrying the wrong girl. 

 

NEWK:  Mum, mum - 

 

MOTHER (Begins crying):  Why are you in such a hurry with all of this? 

 

NEWK:  Can you not - 

 

MOTHER:  There must be some local lasses you could go out with. You’re 

too young - 

 

NEWK:   Mum, Angie is the girl I love. She is the girl I’m going to marry. 

Make up your mind. You are either with me or against me! 

 

Crying continues 

 

MUM: Mum, please stop crying. It’ll be alright. You’ll see. Please. 

 

Crying subsides. Pause. 

 

MOTHER:  Oh alright. You can be as stubborn as your father sometimes. 

 

Exit NEWK’S MOTHER 
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A PHOTOGRAPHER enters. He tests his camera as NEWK waits. ANGIE 

enters and moves towards NEWK. They pose together at their wedding. 

After taking shots of them PHOTOGRAPHER exits. NEWK and ANGIE kiss 

then walk slowly arm in arm. 

 

ANGIE:   It might not be easy living with your mother when we’re in 

Sydney. 

 

NEWK:  Don’t worry. We’ll save some money, buy a flat. I reckon by 

December I’ll have made ten thousand dollars. All the top amateurs are 

getting a bit under the table. (ANGIE fears what’s ahead) Y’know, the tennis 

council - 

 

ANGIE:  Ssh John…it’s our wedding night! (Pause) Can you kiss me?  

 

NEWK:  I can’t seem to win Wimbledon but I reckon I can do that! (Goes to 

kiss her) Next year the tennis council – 

 

ANGIE:  John! 

 

NEWK:   Ang, I’m kidding! Come here. 

 

They kiss. The Elvis song Baby Let’s Play House plays as a thunderstorm 

begins. NEWK and ANGIE run from the storm.     

 

 

SCENE 3 
 

A placard reads WIMBLEDON 1967. Footage of the men’s final appears. 

There is a voiceover from a 1960s BBC tennis commentator. 

 

This is Dan Maskell of the BBC. The twenty-three year old Australian, John 

Newcombe is in superb physical condition. His athletic serve and volley 

game has been a pleasure to watch over the course of the fortnight. He’s my 

tip to be too strong for the German No 1, Wilhelm Bungert, the affable 

sports-dealer from Dusseldorf. 

 

Enter NEWK and ROCHEY drinking beer straight after their Wimbledon 

doubles victory. They have a long drink. 
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ROCHEY:  Great win in the singles, mate. And the doubles tops it off. 

Bloody ripper. Y’know, the first time I ever saw you, you were only wearing 

a jockstrap! Bloody awful sight. I couldn’t work out why a twelve year old 

would need one! 

 

NEWK:  My mother thought I needed all the support possible! 

 

The Rogers and Hammerstein song Everything’s Up To Date in Kansas City 

plays. An AUSTRALIAN NEWSPAPER REPORTER rushes out and 

confronts both NEWK and ROCHEY. 

 

REPORTER: John, Tony, we hear you’re both about to turn pro.  

 

NEWK:  That’s right. We’ve both signed a five year contract with WCT 

tennis. It’ll be eight players from around the world on their own pro circuit. 

 

REPORTER: This makes you ineligible for Davis Cup. 

 

NEWK:  Unfortunately, yes. 

 

ROCHEY:  We’ll always want to play Davis Cup. Always. 

 

REPORTER:  Well, it’s fine to say that but it’s another thing -  

 

NEWK:  Look mate, we all need to make a living. 

 

ROCHEY:  One day soon, hopefully, The Davis Cup committee will change 

their minds and let professionals compete. Then everything can run together. 

 

REPORTER:  You’ll both be retired before that happens. 

 

Exit ROCHEY and REPORTER. ANGIE enters with a little book in hand. 

 

ANGIE:  John, come over here. (She whispers in NEWK’S ear) 

 

NEWK (Calling Out):  Hey Rochey, I’m gonna be a Dad! 

 

NEWK holds ANGIE. They look at a baby book of names then NEWK  

moves across stage to pack a suitcase. ANGIE  phones him. 
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ANGIE:  John -  

 

NEWK:  Angie, I wish I could get out of America and get back to Sydney. 

Bloody WCT tennis. It’s just courts, hotels, airports. I don’t know where I 

am half the time. No one’s watchin’ either. I know the money’s good. 

(Pause) Angie, Angie, are you there? Are you there? 

 

The phone line is dead. NEWK sits in a swivel chair. During the following 

exchanges classical music rises and rises. American businessman DAVE 

DIXON and the AUSTRALIAN NEWSPAPER REPORTER enter and join 

ANGIE to form a triangle. NEWK turns from one person to the other as they 

move around him.  

 

ANGIE:  I’m having communication difficulties with your mother. Can you  

talk to her? 

 

DAVE DIXON:  John, I need you to endorse these trousers in Philadelphia. 

 

REPORTER:  That was a disappointing loss in Seattle, John. 

 

ANGIE:  Should I travel with you more? And what about Clint? What if we 

have more children? 

 

DAVE DIXON:  This is a fabulous new racquet. It’s aluminium. It’s gonna 

revolutionize the game. I want you promoting it through Europe next 

summer. 

 

REPORTER:  America will dominate the Davis Cup now that all the best 

Australian players are pros. How do you feel about that? 

 

ANGIE:  Your father isn’t well. The doctors say it’s something called 

Parkinson’s Disease. 

 

DAVE DIXON:  Don’t forget those radio interviews. There’s seven lined up 

on the west coast from 6.30 Thursday morning. 

 

Music finishes. ANGIE, DAVE DIXON and the REPORTER exit. NEWK 

stands, screams and throws a racquet. He removes his shirt and throws it 

away. He grabs a beer, drinks and then quickly drinks another. ROCHEY 

enters. 
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ROCHEY: We gotta get the plane, mate. 

 

NEWK:  I’ll kill somebody at the airport if I don’t bloody calm down first. 

 

ROCHEY:  Righto. (Pause) Things could be worse. 

 

Long Pause 

 

NEWK:  Yeah, you’re bloody right. I gotta remember to be grateful. 

Especially after what I saw last week. Y’know, Arthur Ashe is the best 

American player going around.  

 

ROCHEY:  For sure.  

 

NEWK:  Can’t believe the way these whites only clubs treat him. At the 

River Oaks he was the first black man to walk in there as a guest. Some idiot 

comes up and says we have this game called Calcutta where each member 

buys a player who he thinks will win the tournament. And I’d like to buy 

you, Arthur. He took it in good humour because he’s a smart guy, but did he 

need the slavery connotation? 

 

ROCHEY:  Aboriginals get a bad time too, mate. 

 

NEWK:  I know they do. It’s hard to believe they just got the vote. Y’know,  

my upbringing was pretty sheltered. I didn’t realize how bad it’s been 

for them.  

 

ROCHEY:  I did a bit being from the country. 

 

NEWK:  Yeah, right. Did ya see those LA race riots on TV? They’re  

no surprise. All this American racism has made me think harder about what  

goes on back home. One day, I should do something to help instead of  

whingeing about everything on my plate. (Pause) C’mon, let’s get outta  

here, mate. 

 

NEWK and ROCHEY exit.  
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SCENE 4 

 

A placard reads LONDON 1969. Footage of NEWK’S Wimbledon men’s 

final loss to Rod Laver. There is a voiceover from BBC tennis commentator, 

DAN MASKELL.  

 

This is Dan Maskell of the BBC. The men’s final was a brilliant match  

in front of 15,000 admiring spectators. Just when it looked like Newcombe  

might take hold and go on to an upset victory, Laver played some  

spectacular shots. What a champion Laver is! And for Newcombe, still only  

25, another chance at Wimbledon success cannot be far away. 

 

Footage ends. NEWK enters. A placard reads AMERICA 1970s. NEWK 

splashes his face with water, grabs a razor and starts to shave. He stops and 

begins to feel between his top lip and his nose. 

 

NEWK (To ANGIE off-stage):  Whatddya reckon, Ang? Maybe it’s time to 

grow a moustache. But if I do it, I need to go all out like those Mexican 

bandits. It’s gotta be a thick droopy Zapata. 

 

ANGIE enters holding a broom. 
 

ANGIE:  So that’s why you wanted to live in Texas so you can grow a 

Mexican moustache. 

 

NEWK:  Maybe. Hey, this ranch is gonna be a great base for us.  It’ll cut 

down on all that flying. Tennis is going huge right across America. So much 

opportunity. We’ll get this place looking good. Have some horse riding, 

comfortable rooms, swimming pools, billiards - 

 

ANGIE:  How about some sweeping up first? 

 

NEWK:  Won’t be a minute. I’ll just have a bit more of a think about this 

moustache idea! 

 

ANGIE exits.  

 

NEWK  picks up a record cover, puts on a moustache and looks into a  

camera while carefully checking his look. It’s an American advertisement  

for K-Tel. A CONCEPT MAN enters.   
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CM:   I’m gonna say:  K-Tel presents Tennis with John Newcombe, an 

exciting new concept in tennis instruction. Then, you’re gonna look as 

handsome as you can and say - 

 

NEWK:  On this record album from K-Tel, you’ll hear my detailed tennis 

instruction on how to play the world’s fastest growing sport – tennis. 

 

CM:  Beautiful. Love the accent. Then I’ll come back in and say: Get Tennis 

with John Newcombe plus his booklet of tennis tips. Record $4.99. Cassette 

$3.99. Booklet $2.99. Then you’ll hit the camera with a big Aussie grin and 

say - 

 

NEWK:  Whether you’re a beginner or an advanced player, get my album of  

tennis instruction from K-Tel! 

 

Exit CONCEPT MAN. Enter movie producer JAKE LA PLOMB who gives 

NEWK no personal space. 

 

JAKE LA PLOMB:  Jake La Plomb, Columbia Pictures. I’ve watched you 

play big guy and you’ve got the movie star looks, the movie star moves and 

the movie star persona. I love that ‘tache! I want you to star in our next big 

movie. 

 

NEWK:  Me…act - 

 

JAKE LA PLOMB:  It’s called The Valentine Estate. You play a former 

tennis champ who is now a Miami tennis bum.  

 

NEWK:  Look mate, thanks, but - 

 

JAKE LA PLOMB: You ride a big motorcycle, drink an incredible amount 

of strong alcohol and you’re irresistible to women. What more could you 

want? Lots of bad guys then try to hunt you down. What do you say? Here’s 

a contract, Jack. It’s a twelve week shoot. Call me. 

 

Exit JAKE LA PLOMB.  

 

An AMERICAN TELEVISION TALK SHOW HOST enters to canned 

applause. He offers NEWK a seat and they settle in for an interview. 
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ATH:  Hi ya Newk. The whole of America’s talkin’. You’re everywhere, big 

guy. 

 

NEWK:  Thanks Mike. The moustache seems to be bringing me a whole 

lotta luck.  

 

ATH:  That was some Wimbledon final this year. 

 

Footage of the 1970 Wimbledon final against Ken Rosewall plays.  

 

NEWK:  Ken Rosewall was a boyhood hero of mine. The crowd were 

cheering hard for him. At two sets all, I tried to take in some fresh air. Had 

to block out the thought that Kenny would fulfill a dream. I went into what  

I call ‘the zone’.  

 

ATH:  The zone. Fascinating. Now explain that for the layman out there. 

 

NEWK:  Well, it’s an invincible frame of mind, of perfect, unwavering 

concentration. It may only last twenty, thirty minutes but it’s enough for a 

set. I won that fifth set 6-1 and it’s some of the greatest tennis I’ve ever 

played. 

 

ATH:  The zone. I wanna go there! We gotta take a break. Can you teach me 

the zone in the next ninety seconds? 

 

NEWK:  Sure. Love to.  

 

ATH:  Boy oh boy, these Aussies sure are a friendly gang. That’s what we  

love about ‘em! So let’s go chase a crocodile and we’ll be right back.  

 

TV HOST exits. ANGIE enters. NEWK rises from his chair towards her. 

 

ANGIE:  John…your sister called. 

 

NEWK:  About Dad. 

 

ANGIE:  Yes. He died this morning. (Pause) Sue said the nursing home 

people have been very kind. She said your Mum is crying a lot but she’s 

accepting it. 
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NEWK:  I haven’t been much help. Sue and Ros have shouldered  

everything. 

 

ANGIE:  One of them will call in a day or so about the funeral. 

 

NEWK:  The funeral…I’m contracted to…Oh God - 

 

ANGIE:  John, it’s your father. You should go. 

 

Pause 

 

NEWK:  I’ll see what I can do. I’ll call Sue and let her know the  

predicament. (Pause) I don’t think I can get there. 

 

 

SCENE 5 

 

A placard reads SYDNEY 1971. Enter ANGIE, flustered, as NEWK reads 

the paper. The sound of a child crying. 

 

ANGIE:    Would you go and look in on our little girl?  

 

NEWK:     Okay, I’ll do it. Sorry. 

 

NEWK exits as ANGIE speaks to him off-stage. 

 

ANGIE:    Having two is harder than I thought. When you’re away - 

 

NEWK:    What should I do? Quit? 

 

ANGIE:  I don’t want that but I don’t feel like turning into your secretary at 

the end of a long day either. 

 

NEWK enters with the crying baby in his arms. He is bouncing and patting 

the baby. 

 

NEWK:  I don’t know how to solve the scheduling problems. We should get 

some help with all the admin. 
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ANGIE:  We need to. (Pause) John, I need to tell you that it meant so much  

to me that Tanya was born in Hamburg near my family. I loved being back  

there. If we can just make more time – 

 

NEWK:  I’ll try. Promise. (Pause) Christ Angie, sorry, but I gotta get to the  

airport. Didn’t realize how late it was. Can we talk about all this when I get  

back? 

 

ANGIE:  In five weeks? What about a play with Clint before you go? 

 

NEWK:  I’ll make it up to you and the kids after these tournaments. I need  

to make a couple of quick calls now. 

 

NEWK hands the baby to ANGIE. Exit ANGIE. A placard reads CANADA 

1972. NEWK is drinking, staggering back and forth. Enter RUFF and 

ROLLIN’, two fellow Australian players. They are intoxicated as well but 

less so than NEWK. 

 

NEWK:  That’s bloody it. I’ve had it. I’m washed up.  

 

RUFF:  You’re not bloody washed up -   

 

NEWK:  Five first round losses in a row. I’m sick of the travellin’,  

sick of hotel rooms.  

 

ROLLIN’:  Come off it. Five stars – 

 

NEWK: I’m letting Angie down. I wanna quit. Rollin’, Ruff, the circuit’s  

built for single blokes like you…not a bloody care in the world.  

 

RUFF:  The way you’ve been downing the beers Newk you’ll get an OBE. 

An order of the bended elbow! 

 

ROLLIN’:  One more round, whatddya reckon? 

 

RUFF:  You gonna be able to keep up, Newk? 

 

NEWK:  Listen Ruff…not only am I gonna have another beer but then the 

three of us are gonna meet at seven on the nose and do a five mile run before 

brekky.  
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ROLLIN’:  But it’s three in the morning now. 

 

NEWK:  Stiff. Then we’re gunna practice our guts out for six bloody hours. 

You got it. If you’re not there at seven you owe me five thousand bucks. 

 

RUFF:  Geezus, righto, you’re on. 

 

NEWK:  Y’know, you get blokes…they have a loss and then they sulk in a 

shitty hotel room for a coupla of days. It’s bullshit. You can go out, have a 

few but then you gotta get back on the track first thing next mornin’. No 

excuses. Learnt that from Lew Hoad and Lewis was spiking his beers with 

whisky towards the bloody end. 

 

RUFF:  Two minutes ago you were quittin’ - 

 

NEWK:  Who’s bloody quittin? Who said that? 

 

NEWK stumbles across a new camera. 

 

NEWK:  Boys, hold it. Look at this - the new Canon camera. What about a 

couple of shots? I wanna shoot like a pro.  

 

NEWK (Handing camera to Rollin’): Just one Rollin’, of me and Ruff. 

 

ROLLIN’ takes the shot then NEWK quickly takes the camera back. 

 

NEWK:  I’ll get one of the two of you. Boy oh boy this Canon is so 

advanced it’s simple!  

 

ROLLIN’ and RUFF exit after their photograph is taken. NEWK staggers on 

but then starts to break into a jog that gets faster and faster and includes 

occasional kangaroo jumps which get higher and higher. He is shaking off 

his despondency and pushing his body hard. ANGIE enters. She is holding 

two letters and a photograph. NEWK continues to exercise. 

 

ANGIE:  This is from the Wimbledon officials. (NEWK stops and ANGIE 

reads) Due to the substantial sums of appearance money Lamar Hunt from 

WCT Tennis is requesting for his contracted players, all WCT players will 

be unable to compete at this year’s All England Championships. As the 1970 
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and 1971 title holder we deeply regret this irrevocable decision that will not 

allow you the honour of attempting three Wimbledon victories in a row.  

 

NEWK:  Christ. Had a feeling it would come to this. 

 

He looks at ANGIE and takes the other letter. 

 

NEWK:  From the CBS network. Dear John, would you be interested in 

being a commentator at this year’s Wimbledon? Oh yeah bloody great! 

Commentator. That’s the end of the bloody road, isn’t it? 

 

Enter ROCHEY 

 

NEWK:  Rochey, I just got the news - 

 

ROCHEY:  Me too. That bloody WCT contract. Can’t wait for the end of it. 

 

NEWK:  Jan 1, we’re free men. The players still have no power. It’s gotta 

change. 

 

ROCHEY:  I miss Davis Cup. Are we gonna be banned from that forever as 

well? All this wrangling in the boardrooms is a bloody curse. 

 

NEWK:  I’m with ya on Davis Cup. But look, in the next two, three years - 

you watch - there’ll be big money to be made. We’ll be able to set up our 

families like no other Australian players could ever do. Both of us can still 

win big titles. It’s not over yet, mate.  

 

ROCHEY:  Too right. 

 

ROCHEY exits. NEWK takes ANGIE’S hand. 

 

NEWK:  I wanted three Wimbledons in a row. Badly. (Pause) How’s little 

Tanya? 

 

ANGIE:  Sleeping soundly. Clint too. I wanted to show you this. A 

photograph of us. It’s from 1967.  

 

NEWK:  I remember. 
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ANGIE:  Whatever happens, John, I love you. 

 

NEWK:  I love you too. 

 

ANGIE:  Let’s go inside. 

 

NEWK:  We could go to bed. 

 

They begin to walk away. ANGIE exits. NEWK turns to the audience. A 

Sleepmaker advertisement from the 1980s is projected with NEWK speaking 

in front of it. 

 

NEWK:  If you and the wife are worrying too much and not sleeping well, 

let me put your body and mind at ease. Let’s have a look at the Sleepmaker 

Double Deluxe Miracoil Harbourside Bed. Plenty of back support but just 

the right amount of softness too. Sleepmaker, it’s my choice after a tough 

tournament. 

 

The Sleepmaker ad finishes. A Life Be In It ad featuring Norm appears.  

 

NEWK:  And even my old mate Norm agrees with me when it comes to the 

comfort of Sleepmaker! 

 

TWO MEN and ANGIE jog across stage. 

 

MAN (1):  It’s great to be off the couch. 

 

MAN (2):  And getting some exercise in the fresh air.  

 

TOGETHER:  Bewdy Newk! 

 

NEWK gives a big wink to the audience.  

 

NEWK:  Be in it, Australia! 

 

ANGIE and the two joggers exit. NEWK follows by jogging too. 
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SCENE 6 

 

Livin’ In the 70s by Skyhooks plays. NEWK is doing some paperwork. A 

placard reads AUSTRALIA 1973. ANGIE enters. She and NEWK are at 

home. 

 

NEWK:  Angie, glad you’re home. I need to ask you something about the 

next eighteen months or so. I need your blessing. This idea could be hard for 

you. I’ll need to be away longer and training harder if I’m to get back to NO 

1.  I just gotta have one last big shot: Wimbledon, US Open, the Davis Cup. 

 

ANGIE:  Um, John, slow down a moment. Before we talk about all that… 

I’m pregnant again. 

 

They hug.  

 

A spotlight goes to a point of the theatre where the audience must turn their  

heads from the stage. A well dressed businessman appears. It is former  

American great, Jack Kramer who is now president of the newly formed  

Association of Tennis Professionals. He speaks at a press conference. 

 

JACK KRAMER:  Hello. I’m Jack Kramer. I’m the new president of the  

Association of Tennis Professionals. As president, I declare our  

support for Nikki Pilic in declining to play Davis Cup for Yugoslavia in  

1973. That the International Lawn Tennis Federation want to ban him from  

Grand Slam tournaments for this decision is not correct to our way of  

thinking. Mr Pilic is an independent professional as are all our members. He  

should be allowed to play when and wherever he wishes. 

 

Cuts back to NEWK and ANGIE 

 

NEWK:   Are you happy? 

 

ANGIE:  I am. Really happy. 

 

NEWK:    Boy, we’re hot to trot, aren’t we? It’s pretty close to Tanya. 

 

ANGIE:   What a crazy life it is with you. Just crazy. If it’s a girl I like Gigi. 

 

NEWK:  That’s a beauty, Ang. Gigi. 
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Cuts back to JACK KRAMER 

 

JACK KRAMER: Should Mr Pilic’s professional right to play when and 

wherever he chooses not be resolved, then the ATP will take serious action. 

All of our members will refuse to compete at Wimbledon. Eighty-four out of 

the top eighty-seven players in the world will be missing. 1973 will be a 

boycott year. 

 

Exit JACK KRAMER. Back to NEWK and ANGIE. 

 

NEWK:  Another baby throws a spanner in the works but…listen…can I 

have one last big go at the circuit? Will you let me? 

 

Pause 

 

ANGIE:  I know you’ll regret it otherwise. Then I won’t stop hearing about 

it when you retire! Go on. Get out and train. 

 

Exit ANGIE. NEWK is out training. Enter ROCHEY with a can of 

Aeroguard. 

 

ROCHEY:  I’m going back to Tarcutta tomorrow. See the folks. Who’d 

want to hang around Wimbledon and not play? 

 

NEWK:  Geez, I wouldn’t mind goin’ down the Hume Highway with ya. 

Bloody hell Rochey, these bloody flies! And in winter! Hand that over, can 

ya? Ta. 

 

NEWK sprays himself with Aeroguard. 

 

NEWK:  Whether you’re out on the asphalt in Tarcutta, on the cow dung in 

Delhi, on the grass at Wimbledon, or on the hardcourts in Miami, don’t go 

anywhere without the Aeroguard. There’s nothing worse than preparing for 

that killer smash and having those nasty buggers ruining it all. Don’t lose a 

big game ‘cause of the flies! Remember the Aeroguard Australia and 

avagoodweekend! 

 

NEWK then speaks directly to the audience. 
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NEWK: Can we do that together? So its - Remember the Aeroguard 

Australia (Prompting audience) and avagoodweekend. Let’s go again. 

Louder now. C’mon. All together, you fanatics. The whole slogan. On the 

count of three. 1, 2, 3. (All together) Remember the Aeroguard Australia and 

avagoodweekend! 

 

ROCHEY and NEWK resume conversation.  

 

NEWK: Say g’day to your folks for me, Rochey.  

 

ROCHEY:  See ya when we’re not banned, mate. 

 

ROCHEY exits 

 

Footage of NEWK playing in 1973 US Open is projected. A placard reads 

AMERICA 1973. He enters the US Open press conference straight after a 

match flanked by two nosey reporters.  

 

NEWK:   You American journos think I’ve had it. Which one of you called  

me a relic before this tournament started? I’m not done with yet. Connors is  

the new American star and look how I dealt with him today. You all saw it.  

Sure, lots of good young players are coming through but don’t count me out  

of this US Open. 

 

The two reporters turn into TV commentators as NEWK prepares to play. 

 

TV COMMENTATOR:  Today promises a fascinating US Open final  

between that revived moustachioed Aussie John Newcombe and the  

ferocious fighting spirit of Jan Kodes from Czechoslovakia who beat Newk  

here in the first round two years ago. It’s a different Newcombe this year.  

He’s come out all guns blazing. It’s gonna be a dogfight between the good  

time Aussie and the steady Czech! There’s 15,000 spectators packed  

into the oh-so picturesque Forest Hills. A beautiful scene. 

 

Footage of the final is projected. NEWK is seated, talking to himself. 

 

NEWK:  Two sets to one down. Jesus. I gotta dig in hard. I’m taking this to 

five sets. Don’t be scared to lose. If you wanna win, don’t be scared to lose. 

The guy is playing unbelievable but he can’t keep it up. Go at him harder! 
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NEWK gets up and starts charging around the stage with the footage still 

behind him. 

 

TV COMMENTATOR:  Newcombe has turned this around. He’s getting 

quicker as the match gets longer. Kodes looks to be tiring. My money’s now 

on Newcombe. 

 

Footage ends. The commentators return to being reporters after the victory. 

 

REPORTER: Two US Opens, three Wimbledon titles, an Australian Open. 

What’s next, Newk? 

 

NEWK:  Davis Cup, no question. You Americans – watch out! It’s 

Cleveland in December. It’s been five years since we’ve been able to put in 

our best team. We’re hungry as hell. We’re eating tennis balls for breakfast. 

 

REPORTER: You spend a good portion of time in America these days. Have 

you ever thought about US citizenship? 

 

NEWK:  No, I haven’t. America’s a big part of the world circuit and a great 

base for the family but I’m Australian through and through. I can’t see that 

ever changing. Alright, mate? 

 

REPORTER:  Alright, mate! 

 

NEWK gets up. He is reading the press before the 1973 Davis Cup Final. He 

reads loudly to ANGIE  who remains off-stage. 

 

NEWK:  Hey Angie, listen to some of these descriptions in the press. 

‘Captain Fraser’s Antique Road Show’, ‘The Geriatric Brigade from Down 

Under’. Yep, there’s never been a team with such experience. Rosewall at 

38, Laver at 35, Mal Anderson at 38 and me at 29. I’m the baby! And what 

about this: ‘Which millionaire do you drop?’  

 

ANGIE enters 

 

ANGIE:  Neale sent you a copy of Whitlam’s letter: ‘Dear Captain Fraser, 

Please inform our prodigal stars it’s time for the Davis Cup to return to its 

rightful place. We won’t be satisfied with anything but 100% Australian 

equity.’ 
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Eagle Rock by Daddy Cool plays. 

 

AUSTRALIAN COMMENTATOR VOICEOVER:  Australia have won the 

tie in Cleveland. They take back the Davis Cup. A team of champions finally 

becomes a champion team.  

 

NEWK  pours champagne and drinks. He breaks into a funny dance and 

sings along.  

 

A placard reads AMERICA 1974. Spotlight on an American journalist. He 

reads aloud his just completed article for Sports Illustrated. 

 

Last Of The Awesome Aussies 

 

There are still a slew of them travelling about the globe downing legendary  

portions of beer. The caravan has changed now – new names: Dibley, 

Kronk, Crealy, Dent, wayfarers as indistinguishable, one from the other, as 

Japanese tourists or Pan Am stewardesses. Laver and Rosewall are fading 

and Roche was cut short of greatness by injuries. These are the Aussies and 

there is only one real Aussie left from the dynasty that began in 1950 with 

Sedgman and McGregor. A dynasty that won sixteen Davis Cups, fourteen 

Wimbledons and fifteen US Opens - Newk. The only real Aussie left is 

Newk.  

 

JOURNALIST exits very satisfied with his copy. 

 

NEWK and ROCHEY enter with racquets. 

 

NEWK:  Have you seen that Swedish kid Borg play? Geez, what a talent. 

 

ROCHEY:  I can’t get near his matches. There’s five thousand teenage girls 

screaming after every point. 

 

NEWK:  A bit of that mayhem in the early WCT days woulda been 

welcome. Hey Angie, c’mon over and show Rochey our little project. 

 

Enter ANGIE who displays John Newcombe’s Family Tennis Book. NEWK 

with ANGIE beside him both go into TV advertisement mode. ROCHEY 

stretches. 
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NEWK:  I’ve never thought of myself as an author but here it is - The John 

Newcombe Family Tennis Book. What’s in it, Ange? 

 

ANGIE:  Well John there’s great tips on how to learn the strokes and how to 

play singles and doubles. The scoring system including the tie-breaker is 

clearly explained. 

 

NEWK:  Yes, that tie-breaker can be tricky. I’ve even got confused once or 

twice myself out there! 

 

ANGIE:  And you’ll learn how to get every member of the family enjoying 

tennis.  

 

NEWK:  That’s right – it’s not just about how to be a champion. 

 

ANGIE:  It’s about having fun and doing something great for your health. 

 

NEWK:  So buy the family a great gift and share your love for tennis around 

with the John Newcombe Family Tennis Book. C’mon Rochey, let’s hit a 

few with the kids! 

 

ANGIE exits. ROCHEY and NEWK prepare to hit.  

 

Footage appears of the 1974 WCT Final in Dallas between NEWK and 

Bjorn Borg.  

 

ROCHEY (Addressing Audience):  If John can beat Borg today in Dallas 

and take the WCT finals, he’ll be back to number one in the world. I’ve got 

my money on him. 

 

ROCHEY exits. Tennis writer JEAN COUVERCELLE appears for a TV 

interview. NEWK shakes hands with him. 

 

JEAN:  Back to No 1, the first time since ’71. Unbelievable. And pushing 

thirty. How is it possible with everything else you do, Newk? How do you 

pack it all in? Hi, I’m Jean Couvercelle, tennis writer, and here’s my theory. 

 

NEWK:  I’m looking forward to hearing it, Jean. 
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JEAN:  I’d say Newk your day goes something like this: sleep for nine 

hours, play tennis for five hours, drink beer for five hours and engage in 

long business dealings for the remaining five hours. 

 

NEWK laughs 

 

NEWK:  Spot on. You don’t need to interview me. 

 

JEAN:  That was a wonderful victory in Dallas over the Swedish sensation, 

Bjorn Borg. Now I hear you’ve signed up for this brand new world team 

tennis competition where the sexes combine.  

 

NEWK:  I’ve signed on with the EZ riders. It’s sixteen teams representing 

sixteen different cities. Forty-four matches in eight weeks. I gotta head to 

San Fran straight after this. 

 

JEAN exits. An AMERICAN UMPIRE on a chair across stage appears. 

 

UMPIRE (To NEWK):  The ball was out. I’m over-ruling the linesman. 

Game Rosewall.  

 

NEWK: (Yelling): Whataya mean the ball was out? The linesman saw it in. 

What are ya doing changin’ the call? I should be 5-4 up, not 5-4 down. 

Reverse the decision or you’ll be bloody sorry. I don’t want to fuckin’ be 

here. I’ve got the flu and you can’t get the bloody score right.  

 

Crowd noise escalates against NEWK. He turns on them.  

 

NEWK:  Fuck you. Fuck you. I never liked San Francisco anyway. Fuck 

you. I’ve fuckin’ had enough. 

 

NEWK throws his racquet down and puts his head in a towel. Crowd noise 

continues. NEWK imagines what HARRY HOPMAN would be saying to him 

now. HOPMAN enters and stands over him. 

 

HOPMAN:  It’s Hoppy, Newcombe. You’re a disgrace. To your family, 

your country…and to me personally. 

 

NEWK: I know. I know. It’s inexcusable, Mr Hopman. 
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HOPMAN:  No Australian player has ever behaved worse than you just did. 

 

NEWK’S MOTHER appears and gets into his other ear. 

 

MOTHER:  It’s your mother, John. I told you when you were twelve about 

tantrums on the court. Your father couldn’t stand it either and at your age 

now. 

 

NEWK:  Geez Mum, Harry…I don’t want to be like Connors or Nastase. It’s 

not me. Somebody else was out there tonight, Jack or Jock, someone going 

over to the dark side. 

 

HOPMAN:  Make an apology. Tell everyone you’re sorry.  

 

NEWK:  I’ll apologize…to everyone. 

 

HOPMAN:  Get out of this circus. Concentrate on big tournaments.  

 

MOTHER:  You can’t go on forever.  

 

HOPMAN:  Don’t be money hungry. 

 

MOTHER:  Cut down on the beer, John. 

 

HOPMAN:  Soup and milk, kid. Soup and milk. And ice-cream as a once a 

week treat. 

 

NEWK:  Yes Mum, Mr Hopman. Lights off at 8.30 too. I promise. 

 

HOPMAN and NEWK’S MOTHER exit.  

 

NEWK towels off then strolls to the bar and speaks to the camera for a 

second Cinzano advertisement.   

 

NEWK:  After getting back to one in the world, what could be better than  

getting home to some Australian sunshine and enjoying the refreshing taste  

of Cinzano. So cheers and remember: Cinzano, it must be the drink for  

today! (Waves to audience) Ok folks, enjoy the interval and we’ll be back in  

twenty minutes. Don’t forget to grab a Cinzano at the bar. Chin-Chin! 
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Blackout 

 

  

                                         

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                             INTERVAL 

 

 
 
 
Throughout interval there is a projection of a photograph of NEWK  
from Sports Illustrated in 1974. 
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ACT 2 

 

SCENE 1 

 

A placard reads MANILA 1974. A faith healer’s surgery. NEWK is seated, 

feeling pain in his elbow. ROCHEY consoles him and looks at it, baffled. 

Enter a FAITH HEALER. NEWK and ROCHEY greet him. 

 

NEWK (to FAITH HEALER):  It’s my elbow. It’s hurting. It’s black and 

blue.  

 

The FAITH HEALER looks at it. He grasps ROCHEY’S finger by its middle 

joint and moves it sharply above the elbow, not touching it, but just circling 

above.  

 

NEWK:  Jesus, it’s bleeding!   

 

ROCHEY:  But I’m not touching anything. 

 

The FAITH HEALER gets some alcohol and cotton wool and sets NEWK’S 

arm alight.  

 

NEWK:  God almighty! 

 

The FAITH HEALER puts a small shot glass over the elbow. 

 

ROCHEY:  Crikey, it’s like a vacuum. Look at the gunk coming out. Mate, 

who’s gonna believe this? 

 

NEWK:  Nobody. Jesus, it feels bloody good already. 

 

FAITH HEALER wipes the wound and exits. ROCHEY exits. A placard reads 

SYDNEY 1974.  Enter ANGIE in interview mode at the family home. 

NEWK is playing with the kids in the background. 

 

NEWK:  Tanya, Clint, back to me, back to me. Aren’t you a sweetie, 

Gigi…yes you are. Clint, that throwing style is looking great, mate. 

 

ANGIE:  I get a lot of offers from magazines to show our home publicly. 

John’s not always here of course but I do want to mention to your Family 
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Circle readers that I love to see John at home romping around with the 

kids… 

 

NEWK speaks quietly behind Angie’s following lines. 

 

NEWK:  Shall we all go for a run in the park? Gigi I know you love the 

park. C’mon kids we’ll go to the swings and slides. 

 

ANGIE:  And enjoying a cigarette or two after dinner and every now and 

then a loud beer up of a night. He’s also just bought me a lovely piano. 

  

Phone rings. NEWK picks up. 

 

NEWK:  G’day Stubbsie. My entry for The Australian…nah. I’m jaded. I 

wanna spend Christmas with the family. I got back to No 1, now I’m two. 

But I’ve had it. I’m 30. Connors isn’t going to come down and play. (Pause) 

What, Connors has just entered…eleven days from the start. Right then, I’ll 

play. Tell Connors I’ll be there. 

 

Puts phone down. 

 

NEWK:  Kids, let’s give your Mum a bit of peace. If we don’t go she might 

ask me to cook tea and I know you won’t want that. You’ll only get tinned 

pineapple! 

 

VOICEOVER of  KIDS:  Yuk! 

 

NEWK has a big laugh. 

 

NEWK:  C’mon then, let’s all go for a run. I’m gonna play the Australian 

Open and I need all of you to help me get fit. Let’s run some hills! 

 

 

SCENE 2 

 

A placard reads MELBOURNE 1974. It is New Year’s Eve. NEWK is 

having a rub down. It is the night before he faces Jimmy Connors in the 

Australian Open final at Kooyong. 
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NEWK:  What a New Year’s Eve. Betcha got better things to do than work 

on me, Stan. 

 

STAN:  She’s right, Newk. Geez, ya body’s takin’ a batterin’. 

 

NEWK: Yesterday, 11-9 in the fifth set in the quarters then a doubles match. 

8-6 in the fifth in the semi against Rochey this afternoon. 

 

STAN:  Four match points down - 

 

NEWK:  Yep. Got out of it like Houdini. So Rochey and I had to default the 

doubles ‘cause I’ve got Connors tomorrow in the final. 

 

STAN:  Bloody Connors. He thinks you’re past it, cocky bastard.  

 

NEWK:  I want Connors, Stan. I wanna get him. The media are having a  

field day.  

 

STAN: He reckons ya gonna wilt like a flower in the heat tomorrah and that 

he can do you like a dinner in straight sets. Okay, that’s it. Now get home to 

bed, champ. Tell the missus to take the sofa. Do your stretches in the 

mornin’. 

 

It is New Year’s Day. CHANNEL 7 TV COMMENTATOR COLIN LONG 

speaks. 

 

COLIN LONG:  A very good afternoon to you all. I’m Colin Long. You’re 

tuned to Channel 7 and what a way to start 1975! Crowd organizers here at 

Kooyong estimate that six thousand people are outside the gates still trying 

to get a ticket. This stadium could not hold one more person.  

 

A PERFORMANCE POET in bright tennis clothing and hat enters and 

recites directly to audience as footage of the Newcombe v Connors final 

appears with applause. The audience watches the final few points. 

 

Newk, tired body, suave smile 

Taking on the brash young Jimmy Connors 

Akin to an alien in the summer of ’75 

His steel racquets glistening in the Kooyong heatwave 

The crowd spilled across the grass 
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Marlboro girls in red cowboy hats handed out cigarettes 

In the commentary box, Mike Williamson donned an immaculate safari suit. 

 

The footage reaches match point. NEWK wins and jumps the net to shake 

hands with Connors. The PERFORMANCE POET recites the following. 

 

And when he leapt the net to shake hands 

I wanted to go straight outside and try it 

Because it was like that back then 

Under ten in a beachside suburb 

Everything happened in the streets 

There was never any fun indoors 

And I knew that from that day on 

That all I ever wanted to be was a tennis champion. 

 

There is louder applause. The performance poet then turns into the chair 

umpire. 

 

Ladies and gentleman, I’ll try again to give the final score. 

Game, set and championship Newcombe 7-5 3-6 6-4 7-6 

 

PERFORMANCE POET exits. NEWK goes into spotlight for his victory 

speech. 

 

NEWK:  It’s a great honour to win the Australian Championship again. And 

to Jimmy, well, today he proved that a champion has to know how to win 

and how to lose and he proved to me today that he’s a champion. 

 

Applause. Enter ROCHEY and STAN. ROCHEY gives NEWK a beer. 

 

NEWK:  Ta Rochey. Never tasted better. 

 

ROCHEY:  No problems. 

 

STAN:  I said to my missus in the fourth set, Newk’s body’s goin’ places 

it’s never been before. 

 

NEWK:  And my brain. 

 

ROCHEY:  I knew Connors would have run over you in the fifth.  
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NEWK:  Yep. No doubt about that. 

 

STAN:  But we bloody knew you weren’t gonna let that bastard have it. 

What a ripper, Newk. 

 

NEWK:  You’re bloody right, Stan. (Standing up) 

 

ROCHEY:  We need to organize dinner with the wives. C’mon Stan. 

 

Both exit. NEWK finishes his beer. He picks up a towel, ready for a shower. 

 

NEWK (Addressing Audience):  I’d die tonight for a nice serve of roast lamb 

in mint sauce with a whole lot of vegies! And you know what I’d like 

afterwards - bananas. Some of Queensland’s finest!  But not just a banana on 

its own. No way. I’m talking a delicious dessert. Just get a pan, put in a 

teaspoon of butter and fry those bananas on low heat ‘til they’re a little bit 

brown. Add lemon juice, sprinkles of cinnamon and then top it off with a big 

serving of vanilla ice-cream. You can’t do much better than that! Bananas – 

get down to your local store and tell ‘em Newk sent ya! 

 

NEWK exits 

 

 

SCENE 3 

 

A placard reads CAESARS PALACE 1975. Footage of Caesars Palace, 

Las Vegas appears accompanied by loud show music. NEWK enters, pacing 

up and down, agitated. Enter JIM O’RIORDAN, Jimmy Connors’ manager, 

and DAN, a network TV executive. 

 

NEWK:  O’Riordan, tell that selfish bastard Connors that he knows what 

surface we agreed to play on for this winner take all challenge. And it’s not 

the surface out there now. You’ve both gone against your word. What sort of 

manager are ya? You can bloody have the quarter of a million for all I care. I 

ain’t playin’ unless we go back to the original surface. 

 

DAN:  We can’t do that. The network has a lot riding on this. We’re starting 

at 7.30 tonight, John. 

 

NEWK:  I’m not fuckin’ playin’. 
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DAN:  You have to. 

 

NEWK:  I don’t fuckin have to do anything. This is about ethics. 

 

DAN:  See you out there tonight, John. 

 

O’RIORDAN:  I’ll tell Jimmy to expect fireworks. 

 

NEWK:  Yeah, you tell him. I’ve been conned. 

 

Exit DAN and O’RIORDAN. 

 

VOICEOVER:  And Connors wins the big grudge match in Caesars Palace. 

The all-American boy is No 1. There’s no doubt about it.  

 

NEWK joins an after party. A drinking mate comes across. 

 

MATE:  Nice touch going upstairs to congratulate Jimbo, Newk. How’d it 

go? 

 

NEWK:  Never thought I’d say this but I kind of felt sorry for him. 

 

MATE:  Mate, he just made two hundred and fifty grand. You didn’t get a 

brass razoo. 

 

NEWK:  It’s not that. When I opened the door he was just sitting there with 

his mother. Looked like they’d just been to a funeral. They weren’t 

speaking. They just looked at me and said nothing. I thought, bugger, this is 

lonely. 

 

MATE:  Newk, mate, he’s No 1 in the world. 

 

NEWK:  He’s No 1 in the world and he doesn’t have one friend. What 

would you prefer? 
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SCENE 4 

 

A placard reads SYDNEY 1978. NEWK frenetically moves around the 

stage: on the phone, looking at papers, grabbing a suitcase, having a drink. 

He finally sits and falls asleep. ANGIE enters. 

 

ANGIE (Shaking him):  John, are you alright? Are you sick? 

 

NEWK:  Oh no, no…it’s just, it’s been three different time zones this week. 

I’m gonna have to cancel our lunch tomorrow. Sorry. I have to fly down to 

Melbourne then out to LA again. 

 

Long Pause 

 

ANGIE:  I thought now you’ve given up playing the circuit full-time there’d 

be more family time. Do you have to say yes to all that commentating as 

well? The kids want you to be at home. You’re still playing a few matches 

but why…it’s not as if you can beat Borg or Connors. You’re 34. 

 

NEWK:  Well, Kenny  – 

 

ANGIE:  Ken Rosewall doesn’t try to lead ten different lives. You’re 

addicted to the speed of it, the limelight. Can’t you just be a father - 

 

NEWK:  Angie - 

 

ANGIE:  Look at me. Look at me. I’m your wife. The mother of your 

children. The person who has loved you for fifteen years. (She becomes 

teary) I need you around. You should be taking Clint on Saturdays to his 

rugby or watching Tanya with her ballet or taking Gigi to the 

swings…you’re missing so much…and now…now I don’t know what 

you’re missing it all for. Is it really better being stuck in a hotel bar on the 

other side of the world? 

 

Long Pause 

 

NEWK:  People expect me to deliver all the time. That’s fame, 

celebrity…the price of being a pro player. 
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ANGIE:  Well, on that plane tomorrow…please think about me and the 

children. How about delivering more of your heart to us? 

 

NEWK:  You know how much I love you and the kids. 

 

ANGIE:  In the past, yes…but I need you to show it now. (Pause) I need 

you to show it. 

 

There is a long hard look between them. ANGIE exits. 

 

 

SCENE 5 

 

A placard reads NEW YORK 1981. An AMERICAN TELEVISION 

COMMENTATOR enters. Footage appears of Flushing Meadow Tennis 

Stadium, New York. 

 

TV COMMENTATOR:  Oh my oh my what a US Open this is turning out 

to be. And right now we’ve got the most intriguing match of the tournament. 

John McEnroe and his big hitting partner Peter Fleming take on two cagey 

old Aussies. Fred Stolle’s forty-two and John Newcombe’s thirty-seven. For 

the young folks watching, you may be asking – who the hell are they? Well, 

stay tuned because they’ve made the semi-finals and they’re not gonna lie 

down. 

 

NEWK and STOLLE enter and stand in ready positions, facing and very 

close to the front row of the audience. They retreat back a few steps. 

 

STOLLE:  It’s too bloody quick for me, Newk. This is a different game. 

They just wanna smash us. This is war. 

 

NEWK:  If they go straight at our throats again…I’m gonna… 

 

They resume their original ready positions. STOLLE gets hit in the neck and 

goes down. NEWK runs out to the side of the stage. JOHN McENROE 

appears. NEWK turns his racquet handle up at him and puts it right under 

McENROE’S nose.  
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NEWK:  If you fuckin’ do that again to Fred I’m gonna fuckin’ kill ya, 

McEnroe. Got it. I’m gonna fuckin’ kill ya. (Returning to STOLLE) They’re 

scared of us now, Fred. I’m positive. 

 

STOLLE:  Are they? Can’t see it myself. 

 

VOICEOVER of UMPIRE:  Game, set, match McEnroe and Fleming. 

 

NEWK:  Bad luck, mate. Almost. Almost got ‘em. 

 

NEWK and STOLLE shake hands and are interviewed by the same TV 

COMMENTATOR who opened the broadcast. 

 

COMMENTATOR: Man oh man. Newk and Fiery Fred. 7-6 in the fifth set. 

You almost beat the No 1 team in the world. We all thought it would be over 

in an hour. 

 

NEWK:  Hey Mike (Grabs microphone) let me take over and earn my 

money. (To STOLLE)  Fred, you played great tennis out there. And tell me, 

it’s 1981. Has the game changed? 

 

STOLLE:  It was quick alright and I’ll say one thing. In the 60s and 70s we 

were all deadly serious. We played hard. But we could have a laugh too. But 

right now, I don’t see anyone laughing. 

 

NEWK:  True, mate. True. They might be forgetting it’s only a game. It’s 

been great playin’ with ya, Fred. 

 

STOLLE:  I’m going to the bar now, Newk. To retire for good. 

 

STOLLE exits with TV COMMENTATOR. NEWK goes into advertisement 

mode. A Custom Credit advertisement from the 80s silently appears behind 

him.  

 

NEWK:  Now that we’re playing in the 80s, don’t be squeezed by the big 

banks. Custom Credit can lend you the money for just about anything with 

their nothing to worry about until next August delayed repayment plan. 

Remember Custom Credit – they’re good sports with money. 

 

Ad finishes. 
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SCENE 6 

 

A placard reads AUSTRALIA 1983. Footage of Australia’s Davis Cup 

victory against Sweden from Kooyong, Melbourne. A young Pat Cash is 

playing on the final day. ROCHEY is watching the footage but NEWK is 

looking at a newspaper. 

 

ROCHEY:  Pat Cash is looking great. He’s gonna win the Davis Cup for us. 

He’s leading the way. And you gotta hand it to Frase. 

 

NEWK (Distracted and annoyed): Christ almighty! Did you see the paper 

today? My column? 

 

ROCHEY:  No. 

 

NEWK:  It’s one of the syndicated ones. Some ghostwriter has added in that 

comparing Cash to Wilander is likening a crack in the wall to the Grand 

Canyon. I didn’t check the copy. God, the Cash clan will be pissed off. 

 

ROCHEY:  Did you write that? 

 

NEWK:  Rochey – 

 

ROCHEY:  Alright. Look, he’s just won it for us. Only seventeen and he’s 

whipped Nystrom. That’s a big achievement. 

 

NEWK:  Fuckin’ hell. I should ring his Dad.  

 

ROCHEY:  Yeah do that and talk to Pat as well…explain.  

 

NEWK:  Oh, I don’t know. I’ll think about it. 

 

ROCHEY:  Y’know, Cash doing what he’s just done is gonna get a lot of 

kids training harder. 

 

NEWK:  The ones we’re working with too. We’ve gotta get all of ‘em to 

raise the bar. They need to believe they can win the big ones. Australian 

players stopped believing. The system broke down. It’s gotta change. 

 

ROCHEY:  Cashy’s changing it. He believes. 
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NEWK:  Jesus, I’ve made a mess. There’s gonna be a shit fight. 

 

 

SCENE 7 

 

NEWK and ROCHEY are standing apart, calling out advice to two junior 

players who are not visible. 

 

ROCHEY:  C’mon Brett, footwork mate, into the net on that one. Hustle 

more. 

 

NEWK:  Macca, swing your serve wider. Alright boys last point then have a 

break. 

 

ROCHEY:  Only five minutes. 

 

ROCHEY gets some drinks. He brings them back towards NEWK. 

 

ROCHEY:  Are you thirsty? Do you fancy a big glass of Staminade? And 

Newk, after all these years, how about I do an ad? 

 

NEWK:  Go for it, Rochey! You only had to ask. Actually, I just got an offer 

to promote a new range of New Zealand jockstraps. You could have that one 

if you’re keen. 

 

NEWK drinks. ROCHEY advertises. 

 

ROCHEY:  During my long career I played in many hot countries and I can 

tell you that when you’re in the fifth set nothing refreshes like Staminade. 

It’s no fizz and it tastes great. It’ll get you through those tough finishes. 

Staminade, get it at your local supermarket and tell them Tony Roche sent 

you - not Newk! 

 

NEWK:  You’re a natural, Rochey. Well, better than Kenny Rosewall when 

he did the Robinson’s Lemon Barley.  

 

ROCHEY:  I don’t quite know how to take that. Alright boys, let’s get back 

to it. We’re going to the oval for some sprints - 
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NEWK:  Then plenty of sit-ups and kangaroo jumps. Your guts have gotta 

be iron. 

 

ROCHEY:  Right, let’s get crackin’. 

 

ROCHEY exits. 

 

 

SCENE 8 

 

A placard reads SYDNEY 1986. NEWK and ANGIE are now in their 40s. 

NEWK is reading a tennis magazine. ANGIE enters with a piece of paper. 

 

ANGIE:  John, there’s a fax for you. A nice surprise. 

 

NEWK:  Ta. (Reads it) Induction into the Tennis Hall of Fame. 

 

ANGIE:  There’s a dinner and presentation in Newport Rhode Island. 

 

NEWK:  Better get the tux dry-cleaned. 

 

ANGIE:  And there’s something else around that date too. What could that 

be? 

 

NEWK:  Oh I reckon it might be our twenty year anniversary. 

 

ANGIE:  You remembered! 

 

NEWK:  Senility hasn’t hit yet. 

 

ANGIE:  Let’s make it a double celebration, the Hall of Fame and the 

anniversary. Just the two of us. We could go to Carnegie Hall and the 

Guggenheim. 

 

NEWK:  Great idea.  

 

ANGIE:  We can relax. Clint’s final school results are good. And Tanya’s 

happier since you sorted out those problems at her school. 

 

NEWK:  I never realized that the kids could get a hard time because of me. 
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(Pause) How about we throw a barbecue for their schoolmates and the 

parents before we go. I’ll get a clear day to do it. 

 

ANGIE:  That’s a nice idea. 

 

Pause 

 

NEWK:  I know you’ve put up with a heap, Ang. I’m sorry. 

 

ANGIE:  Twenty years of marriage. (Pause) I was thinking only yesterday 

about the way you see the world…how you’ve always been with life. That if 

you work hard there can be so many opportunities. It was enlightening for 

me to realize that about you when we first met. Germany was still feeling so 

much of the war, the hopelessness.  

 

NEWK:  I always wanted life to be a huge ride, that’s for sure. 

 

ANGIE:  That disco moustache! 

 

NEWK:  Remember that article in Woman’s Day? Making the knees of 

housewives tremble right across the country!  

 

NEWK AND ANGIE cuddle and laugh. 

 

A placard reads MAGDEBURG, GERMANY 1991. ANGIE AND NEWK 

are walking around ANGIE’s birthplace. 

 

NEWK:  Did you say Magdeburg was founded in the year 805? 

 

ANGIE: Yes and destroyed a number of times. It was bombed in January of 

’45. There was nothing left of it. 

 

NEWK and ANGIE walk. ANGIE is overwhelmed. 

 

ANGIE:  The street where I was born…this is it. I remember being just four, 

1949, when we left. Dad was trying to set up a new life for us in Hamburg. 

My mother, brother…we walked mile after mile towards the north. I was so 

scared the whole time. How my mother survived it… 

 

NEWK:  I can’t imagine. 
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ANGIE begins to cry.  

 

ANGIE:  It’s…so many of Mum and Dad’s friends didn’t survive. 

 

NEWK:  Hey, it’s alright, come here. 

 

They hug. Long Pause. 

 

ANGIE: I suppose you’re thinking about a beer! (Laughter through tears) 

 

NEWK:  Crossed my mind on the train…c’mon now. Let’s go and have a 

good look around. I’ll take some photos. I’m glad we got here, Ang.  Glad 

that you’ve been able to come back. 

 

 

SCENE 9 

 

A placard reads SYDNEY 1993. Enter NEWK and ROCHEY. 

 

ROCHEY:  John, the Davis Cup captaincy is being advertised. Frase is 

retiring. 

 

NEWK:  Unbelievable, isn’t it? Only two captains since the war. Frase and 

Hopman. 

 

ROCHEY:  What do ya reckon? 

 

NEWK:  Oh, not sure. I couldn’t give it 100 percent time-wise…and it’d 

take a huge commitment given where everybody’s ranked. What about you? 

 

ROCHEY:  I’m giving it a bit of thought. 

 

Pause 

 

NEWK:  Could we apply together? 

 

ROCHEY:  Two captains? 
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NEWK:  I don’t know…I manage the players, look after it courtside, deal 

with the media. You do the preparations and training. So ah…I’d be captain 

and you’d be coach. 

 

ROCHEY:  Might work. But Tennis Australia aren’t gonna wanna pay two 

blokes when they think one can do it. 

 

NEWK:  We’d have to convince them. 

 

ROCHEY exits. Enter a TENNIS AUSTRALIA OFFICIAL speaking at a 

media conference. NEWK is behind him awaiting questioning.  

 

OFFICIAL:  In view of the disappointing loss to Hungary last week, Tennis 

Australia will be re-advertising the position of Davis Cup captain. John and 

Tony signed two year contracts for the 1994 and ’95 campaigns. Tennis 

Australia would now like to examine all possible options for next year. 

 

A JOURNALIST appears and asks a question. 

 

JOURNALIST:  Can you and Tony reapply, Newk? 

 

NEWK: Yes. Tony and I will be reapplying as a team. Hungary was a bad 

loss but we’re not going to leave the boys when they’re feeling miserable. 

There’s a job to do and we’re going to make sure we do it. 

 

JOURNALIST and OFFICIAL exit. 

 

A placard reads SYDNEY 1997. Footage of the tie against France at White 

City. PAT RAFTER is playing Cedric Pioline. Pioline is winning and 

RAFTER is very dejected. He sits down next to NEWK at the change of ends. 

 

RAFTER: Geez, sorry Newk. That was the biggest choke of all time. I can’t 

do it. I can’t win this. 

 

NEWK:  Pat, that’s bullshit. Okay, I want you to close your eyes for a 

minute and listen to me. I have no doubt you can win this match…but 

you’ve gotta direct the attack at Pioline and worry about him, not yourself. 

It’s a war of attrition, a war of attrition, and you’re gonna win that war! 

 

RAFTER:  A war of attrition, Newk? What – 
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NEWK:  Alright, I brought the Australian dictionary along. What did they 

teach you blokes in high school? Here, ya got thirty seconds. Look up the 

word attrition! 

 

RAFTER looks up dictionary. 

 

RAFTER:  Attrition – the action or process of gradually reducing the 

strength or effectiveness of someone or something through sustained attack 

or pressure. (Snaps dictionary shut) Right. Gotcha, Newk. 

 

NEWK:  So get out there, attack him and make him catatonic. 

 

RAFTER:  Catatonic? 

 

NEWK:  Don’t worry. We’ll look that one up after you break serve! 

 

Footage shows RAFTER winning the match. NEWK at press conference. 

 

NEWK: Pat’s win today is a huge boost. Australian tennis has been in the 

doldrums but with Rafter and Philippousis and young Lleyton Hewitt 

coming through, there’s so much potential. We’ve got the makings of a 

champion group. All I’ve got to do is improve Pat’s vocabulary. 

 

A placard reads MILDURA, VICTORIA 1998. Enter ROCHEY. 

 

NEWK:  Rochey, I know that look. Don’t tell me. Philippoussis doesn’t 

want to play in Mildura or he’s injured or whatever…Rafter’s not 100 per 

cent either. Why is it such a bloody nightmare putting a team together? 

 

Two of the Davis Cup players enter. NEWK gives them a pep talk. ROCHEY 

listens on. 

 

NEWK:  Listen Woodie, listen Stolts. I need you two to go out there 

tomorrow and get the reverse singles done. Pat’s gone for the rest of the tie. 

It’s a war of attrition in Mildura now and if you don’t know what that 

means, ask Rafter. And why the hell we’ve got Philippoussis flying in just to 

watch and sun himself in the grandstand when he could be playing, I’ve got 

no bloody idea. Don’t let him distract you. 
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VOICEOVER: Game, set, match Zimbabwe. This first round tie now stands 

at two matches all. 

 

WOODIE departs. NEWK implores STOLTS. 

 

NEWK:  Okay Stolts…this is the stuff I know you can deal with. You’ve 

been good under pressure your whole career. You played great Friday. 

We’re two matches all. Let’s bring it home now. 

 

VOICEOVER: Game, set, match Zimbabwe. Zimbabwe win the tie three 

matches to two.  

 

STOLTS exits. NEWK in the hotel room with ROCHEY. They are both 

annoyed and have had a couple of beers and can barely look at one another. 

 

NEWK:  Losing in Hungary to a couple of unknown kids was bad but that 

was in Hungary where the conditions were tough…but not here at home on 

grass. 

 

Pause 

 

ROCHEY:  It’s a climb back, alright. Qualifying matches, geez - 

 

NEWK:  We are not giving in…we are not bowing to Tennis Australia...we 

are gonna pull this fuckin’ team together. We’ve got the most depth we’ve 

had since the 70s…are ya fuckin’ with me on this, Rochey? We don’t quit! 

Bunch of…do they know what Davis Cup means…it’s not about them… it’s 

not about money…it’s about tradition…it’s about bloody Norman Brookes 

in 1907 taking a boat to England for the honour of competing…it’s about 

Edo in Mexico in fifty degrees throwing up his guts at high altitude and still 

wanting to kill Raul Ramirez and ten thousand other fuckin’ Mexicans…it’s 

about generations of Australians who sat by the radio for three days and 

hung on every point…it’s about what Emo used to say…when you play for 

Australia you spill blood and there was no fuckin’ blood spilt out there 

today…who gave body and soul, tell me Rochey, who gave body and soul 

and was prepared to die for it? Fuckin’ no one that’s who! 

 

ROCHEY: Another beer? 
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NEWK: Yep, fuckin’ give me one. (Pause) Rochey, the campaign to win in 

’99 starts next bloody week. I’m calling up Philippoussis first thing 

tomorrow. 

 

 

SCENE 10 

 

A placard reads SYDNEY 1999. NEWK is about to do an ad. He addresses 

the camera. 

 

NEWK:  Out here in the pretty landscape of the Springfield Estate, I’m 

happy to say - 

 

TV AD MAN appears. He takes NEWK aside.  

 

TV AD MAN:  Newk, Newk, we gotta get this thing zippier. Can you speed 

up a bit?  

 

NEWK’S mobile rings. AD MAN exits. 

 

NEWK:  Rochey, how’s Rafter come up…so he’s out…well, it’ll be Hewitt 

and Philippoussis in singles…they’ll play Pioline and Grosjean. There’s ten 

big days on the track ahead. 

 

NEWK (To AD MAN):  Ok mate. I’ll give it another go. 

 

AUSTRALIAN TV COMMENTATOR appears. A placard reads NICE, 

FRANCE 1999. 

 

COMMENTATOR: Welcome to the second match of this Davis Cup final, 

Australia v France. The French team are one match to love. Australia have 

Mark Philippousis up next. They need a victory from him if they’re going to 

take home the Cup. 

 

Footage appears of the 1999 Davis Cup final against France. 

 

NEWK:  Mark, you’re serving huge. Grosjean can’t handle it. You can get 

him with it all day. Don’t let up on him. 

 

Footage concludes. COMMENTATOR moves across to NEWK. 
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COMMENTATOR:  One match all, Newk. 

 

NEWK:  Mark was superb out there today. He showed everybody what he’s 

capable of.  We need the doubles tomorrow. That’s crucial. And then we’ll 

take it into day three hopefully 2-1 ahead. 

 

COMMENTATOR:  So you think the boys can pull off a surprise victory? 

 

NEWK:  A surprise victory did you say. Mate, you can quote me here. We 

are not going down. We are just not going down. We’re going up! 

 

Footage of Pioline playing Phillippoussis on Day 3 appears. 

 

COMMENTATOR:  A strong doubles victory by the Woodies yesterday and 

now Philippoussis is taking all before him. This is some of the greatest 

Davis Cup tennis I’ve ever seen. Philippoussis has been an erratic and 

frustrating presence to Newcombe and Roche but right now you can’t fault 

the guy. He was brilliant Friday and if  he can win this reverse 

singles…well, I ask you: how many Aussies have won both singles in a 

Davis Cup final, away from home, and on clay? Match point. That’s it! The 

Scud wins the Davis Cup for Australia! 

 

Men at Work’s Down Under plays. ROCHEY and NEWK go arm in arm 

congratulating one another. ANGIE enters with a bottle of champagne. 

NEWK and ANGIE kiss. NEWK breaks out into a little dance while speaking 

the following. 

 

NEWK:  The boys spilt blood out there. They spilt blood! You bloody 

bewdy! It doesn’t get any better than this. You bloody bewdy! 

 

Down Under continues. ROCHEY and ANGIE exit. 

 

 

SCENE 11 

 

A placard reads BRISBANE 2003. NEWK is at a company launch for a 

real-estate group. Footage of a new housing estate appears. He is chatting 

to a businessman. They are both drinking wine. 
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NEWK:  The group first contacted me in ’93 about a housing development 

in Adelaide. I’ve been on board for some ten years now as a national 

spokesman. 

 

NEWK falls forward holding his head. He staggers. His right hand starts to 

shake. 

 

MAN:  Newk, Newk, are you right, mate?  

 

NEWK: I’m not sure…I’m not sure. Must be the finger food. Or somebody 

spiked the wine. It’s alright. 

 

MAN:  Do you want me to – 

 

NEWK:  I’m right, mate. I’m right. Really. I’ll just sit down for a bit. 

 

MAN:  Righto. 

 

NEWK (A little slurrily): I’ll just wander over here and get some air. 

 

NEWK sits down. A doctor enters with paperwork. 

 

DOCTOR:  John, it’s clear to me now. You had a stroke up in Brisbane. The 

fact that you didn’t go to the hospital but got on a plane then drove from 

Sydney airport back home …it could have been fatal for you and others. 

 

NEWK:  Yeah. Stupid. 

 

DOCTOR:  Your blood pressure and cholesterol are both very high. You 

must make some changes. You’re dicing with death if you think you can 

keep burning the candle at both ends. Are you listening to me? 

 

NEWK:  I’m listening. 

 

DOCTOR:  Cut back on the alcohol. No smoking at all. You’ve got to rest 

and get early nights. You must eat well. A second stroke could occur but I 

think it’s unlikely now. 

 

NEWK:  Thanks Doctor. That’s a relief. 
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DOCTOR:  Remember something, John. You need to rest and be away from 

any pressure. You need to say no if you’re not feeling well. 

 

 

SCENE 12  

 

A placard reads SYDNEY 2013. NEWK, ROCHEY and ANGIE are at the 

bar having a drink together. NEWK is in the middle of a story.  

 

NEWK:  Remember that US Open mixed doubles final in ’66 when Kenny 

Fletcher partnered Margaret Court. That was real chalk and cheese. They’re 

about to warm-up for the match and Margaret says to Ken: ‘Oh Ken, you 

could have had a shave this morning to look nice for the final. Really and 

truly.’ And Ken chuckles then pipes back: ‘Don’t worry that I haven’t 

shaved Margaret. I haven’t even been to bed!’ (All laugh). Kenny went to 

bed. He just loved winding Margaret up. (Pause) I miss Ken. 

 

ROCHEY:  Me too, mate. He had a big heart for everybody. Like Lew. 

 

NEWK:  Yep. Another, anyone? I’ll stick to the mineral water. 

 

ROCHEY:  No thanks. I’m driving. Still feeling alright, mate? 

 

NEWK:  Fine. No worries. Ten years since the stroke and I’m going well. 

 

ANGIE:  He even goes to bed at 10 o’clock – sometimes. 

 

NEWK:  You know how I am. Always on the attack with everything. The 

motivational book is selling well and that new housing community in Texas 

is just about ready to go. I’ve even decided to write the ad myself. (Goes into 

advertisement mode) The John Newcombe Estate and Club is an intimate 

community of 200 superb residences situated between San Antonio and 

Austin, Texas and right next door to Newk’s Tennis Ranch. What started out 

as a dream for my family over forty years ago is now an affordable lifestyle 

option for you.  

 

Back to ANGIE and ROCHEY 

 

ROCHEY:  Gee, it was good seeing all the kids together tonight. They had a 

big catch up. 
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NEWK:  Yep. A really nice barbie. 

 

ROCHEY:  Time’s getting on. I better head home. Thanks for a great night. 

As always.  

 

NEWK: See ya soon, mate. 

 

ANGIE: I’ll walk you to the car, Tony. 

 

ROCHEY and ANGIE exit. 

 

NEWK looks at a Cinzano bottle, pours himself one and then addresses the 

audience. 

 

NEWK: Y’know, tennis has given me so much. It’s a game I’ve never 

stopped enjoying. Even in my junior days I was fascinated by the game’s 

long history; the colorful characters and great matches that have passed into 

tennis folklore. For a country with a small population we Aussies have had 

an enormous impact on the game. My generation was part of a tradition 

where we strove for individual glory – and just as importantly – glory for 

our country. And to me, there’s still no bigger thrill than winning that Davis 

Cup trophy with your team-mates. Even now I tell the young Aussies on the 

circuit not to forget what it means to represent Australia; that in every 

tournament they are ambassadors for their country. Tennis has given me 

some incredible moments and experiences: The Davis Cup victory in France, 

Connors at Kooyong, the Wimbledons. I’ve made lifelong friends and wined 

and dined with some of the most famous and influential people on the 

planet: George W Bush, Ronald Reagan, Diana Ross, Robert Redford. I even 

had acting cameos in the 70s with James Coburn and Juliet Mills! I won’t 

name the movies. Bit embarrassing. (Pause) Sure, there have been lows too. 

Not enough time with the family is a big one. I’ve been a disappointment to 

them at times. Not going to my father’s funeral is an awful regret. Mum sent 

a telegram to Texas not to rush back…but it was a mistake not to be there. I 

never grieved for Dad until many years later. The feud with Pat Cash. I 

didn’t apologize at the time and should have. Pat didn’t need negative 

criticism from a former player. (Pause) Tennis has taught me some valuable 

life lessons about loyalty, honesty and not succumbing to fear. Feeling fear 

can ruin your life. It’s much better to have lost and had a go, to have given 

everything, than back out before starting. I never wanted to be left 

wondering what might have been. (Pause) When the stroke happened I tried 
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to come back like I was down in the fifth set of a big match. Dig deep inside 

yourself. Don’t get despondent. Whatever obstacles were up ahead: take 

them on, push through them. I’ve done that now and I’m looking forward to 

more life with family and friends. There’s still lots of countries I’d like to 

see and people from all walks of life I’d like to meet. Some days though I 

just need to be quiet, to go into a room at our country property, lie down in 

the dark and listen to some soothing classical music. That fills me with 

peace. I could have done with a few more hours of it when I was younger. 

Of course I look ahead and think about death but I’m not in the business of 

predicting what happens next. I’m a believer in life and of living things, a 

feeling that there is a force behind it all…a spirit of being is what I’d call it. 

(Pause) Looking back, I was a very lucky man to find Angie. Thank heavens 

for that Hamburg thunderstorm in ’63! She will always be the love of my 

life alongside that other glamorous dame, tennis.  

 

There’s the sound of a taxi horn. NEWK puts his drink down and picks up a 

travel bag. 

 

NEWK:  I gotta head to London for Wimbledon! I can’t wait! I’m looking 

forward to that first bowl of strawberries and cream! So thanks a lot folks for 

coming along. I appreciate it. Hope you’ve had a great night and if you’ve 

had too many Cinzanos, don’t forget to call a cab. Bewdy mate! (Takes a 

step or two) And Avagoodweekend. 

 

As NEWK exits, Jumpin’ Jack Flash by The Rolling Stones plays. 

 

A portrait of NEWK as a junior player appears followed by a family portrait 

of the Newcombes in 2012. 

 

 

 

The End 
 

 

 

 

 


